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ABSTRACT
The Global Depository Receipt ("GDR" or "DR") is a structured financial instrument denominated in foreign currency and Indian companies issue equity shares/securities underlying the GDR to international investors. Many companies have used GDRs for manipulative and fraudulent practices and the Indian regulator, SEBI has penalised them. This paper aims to evaluate the legitimacy of the GDRs and malpractices associated with them and to find if there is any need for reform in the GDR Scheme, to see if the GDRs are beneficial to the economy or are inherently manipulative instruments and looks at the need to reform the laws governing GDR. The authors have employed the methods, literature review and empirical research. The authors have conducted empirical research of the participants in the Indian GDR industry in April and May of 2021 by way of an online Questionnaire and unstructured telephonic interviews. The study results in the author's conclusion that the GDRs are legitimate instruments but the participants abused the Scheme and led to malpractices. The authors failed to conclude about the need for reforms in the GDR laws. The paper recommends the suitable amendment of the DR scheme with an intention to plug its loopholes and allow it in foreign jurisdictions with the highest compliance requirements while keeping in mind the cost of such compliance.
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FINANCETP.FA.RU
Neo-liberalisation, by way of economic liberalisation in 1991, put an end to dirigisme and implemented economic policies in favour of a market-driven Indian economy coupled with private and public investment. Financial industry, including capital markets were also influenced, policies were drafted to attract investments, domestic and international, Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds and Ordinary Shares (through Depository Receipt Mechanism) Scheme, 1993 (the “1993 DR Scheme”) was one of such measures.

The 1993 DR Scheme, with the aim of attracting foreign investment and facilitating international capital market access, has assisted many Indian companies to raise foreign funds through the GDRs. With humble issuances in the early period, and the DR transactions surged during 2004–2011, around US$ 9 bn worth of GDRs were issued only in one financial year 2007–2008 [1, 2].

“Aquila Non Capit Muscam” means “a noble doesn’t deal with insignificant issues”, but the malpractices and fraudulent activities carried out in relation to the DR Scheme started affecting Indian Investors. It was no more insignificant, the regulator, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (the “SEBI”) acted against such practices and restrained fraudsters from the Indian capital market. The 1993 DR Scheme, after observing irregularities and malpractices, went through several changes, stringent provisions were laid to reduce apprehension of the GDR abuse, but again, it was liberalised by the Ministry of Finance by the Depository Receipt Scheme, 2014 (the “2014 DR Scheme”) [3] which further amended in 2019 and 2020 restricting GDR issuances only to listed companies, permissible jurisdictions, etc. The SEBI imposed penalties for dozens of the GDR transactions; even in 2021, several companies and participants have been penalised for decade-old GDR issuances.

The changes in regulatory policies and subsequent effects have zeroed down the new DR issuances in 2019–2020. These policy framework amendments raised several questions about the DR Schemes and policies, its effectiveness of accessing foreign funds and capital market, the quantum of malpractices and SEBI’s action and market response to it. Further, the amendment of the 2020 in Companies Act, allowing direct overseas listing (“DOL”), has made participants believe the ‘end of the DR era in India’.

Naturally, a question pops up, whether the GDR is good or bad: a boon or a bane? That has been discussed on the basis of the methodology stated in the next section.

Methods

In the last decade, the SEBI, Securities Appellate Tribunal (SAT) and the Supreme Court had penalised and restricted many companies for their manipulative practices related to the DR transactions [4]. These incidents split opinions, Sahoo Committee wanted to liberalise the GDR framework whereas SEBI restricted it, creating regulatory uncertainty about the instrument.

This paper is purported to understand the concept of GDR, indulgence into any manipulative or fraudulent practices related to GDR and evaluate if the DR scheme is a boon or a bane in India. Though this study attempts to address issues pertaining to the Indian legal system, it is of global significance as the DRs are commonly used financial instruments across the globe. This study may help to understand possible malpractices in all DR jurisdictions in the world and curative ways to curb them by framing a prudent GDR framework. Secondly, the DRs avail investors opportunities to exploit the international capital market and impart economic growth. The alterations in the Indian policy framework and its effect on the DR issuances will also be helpful to other economies in dealing with the malpractices by prudent policies.

The methodology was based on empirical analysis coupled with a logical literature review.

Traditional and semi-systematic approaches of the literature review were used wherein secondary data was reviewed from existing literature, legislations and other sources of data and information including various publications of the Government of India and others, published reports and newspapers. Based on the available literature, inductive and deductive reasoning approaches have been used to arrive at suggestive conclusions.

Primary research, exploratory and applied, was conducted with a structured questionnaire and unstructured telephonic discussions. Using purposive, convenience and stratified random sampling, primary data was collected from 40 stakeholders, excluding 1 outlier, (“Respondents” or “Participants”) maintaining their anonymity.

The sample size has been stratified into five strata, namely GDR Issuer, Advisor to Issuer/Placement Agent and Legal Counsel were having 10 Respondents each. There were 5 Respondents from categories of the Lead Manager and Depository each. Hence, Figure 1 presents...
the stratification of Respondents under this survey/data analysis.

This research intends to examine whether the DR or the DR scheme is a boon or a bane in India? Other research questions framed are stated hereunder:

a) Do companies indulge into manipulative or fraudulent practices related to the GDRs or the DR Schemes in India?
b) Are the prevailing laws related to the GDR mechanism sufficient to restrict or curb malpractices:
c) Is there any need for reform in the DR Schemes?

To find answers, let’s briefly understand the GDR and its structure.

GLOBAL DEPOSITORY RECEIPTS: DEFINITION & MEANING

The Global Depository Receipt that is the GDR\(^2\) is stated in Cambridge dictionary as “an abbreviation for Global Depositary Receipt which is an official document that makes it possible for investors to buy shares of foreign companies”. Cambridge dictionary defines the “depository receipt”\(^3\) as “a document that represents a certain number of shares, bonds, etc. that have been bought from a stock market in another country and paid for in the currency of the buyer’s country”.

The first DR of the world was issued in 1927 when British companies, under British laws, were prohibited from registering their shares out of the country whereas ADRs were permitted to be subscribed by the investors of the United States [5] and thus depository receipts underlying equity shares came into existence. United Kingdom’s Selfridges Provincial Stores Limited (now known as Selfridges PLC) was the first Issuer and JPMorgan was credited to have acted as the first Depository.\(^4\)

In the Indian context, the GDR is a synonym for the DR: the Companies Act, 2013, under section 2(44) defines the GDR as “Global Depositary Receipt means any instrument in the form of a depository receipt, created by a foreign depository outside India and authorised by a company making an issue of such depository receipts.”

The 2014 DR Scheme\(^5\) has defined the ‘depository receipt’ as a foreign currency denominated instrument, whether listed on an international exchange or not, issued by a foreign depository in a permissible jurisdiction, on the back of permissible securities issued or transferred to that foreign depository and deposited with a domestic custodian and that includes ‘global depository receipt’ as defined in section 2 (44) of the Companies Act, 2013.

Further, the meaning of ‘Permitted Securities’ is imported from the term ‘securities’ as defined in Section 2(h) of the Securities Contract (Regulation) Act, 1956 wherein the term ‘securities’ is broadly defined covering shares, scrips, stocks, bonds, debentures, debenture stock or other marketable securities include derivatives, Government securities, etc. and rights or interest in securities. If any of these securities are issued in dematerialised form and acquired by foreign residents under FEMA,\(^6\) then they can be used as underlying security for issuing the DRs in foreign markets [6].

\(^3\) Id. URL: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/depository-receipt (accessed on 28.03.2021).

Fig. 1. Stratified Sampling in the Empirical Study

Source: compiled by the authors from the survey conducted by them.
Considering the above definitions, “the GDRs” or “the DRs” are synonyms in the Indian legal context and its meaning can be deduced as “any instrument created or issued by a depository in one country offered to investors in domestic currency whereas such instrument carries underlying (permitted) securities which are issued by a company in another country and in foreign currency.”

Christopher J. Mailander [7] has cited several benefits of the ADRs, these are applicable to the DRs, mutatis mutandis, stated below:
1. The DR is an alternative instrument to equity shares when equity shares cannot be offered directly.
2. The DRs allow a company to have access to the foreign security market.
3. The DRs are offered in the local currency of investors, hence nullifying currency fluctuation risk.
4. Most countries including the USA, Europe, Singapore, etc., don’t restrict purchasing of DRs underlying foreign securities.

Rishi Shroff [8] tried to point out the negative aspects of the DRs. Shroff stated that allowing foreign listing by way of the DRs is halfway of the capital market liberalisation and hence, it may not benefit Issuers completely in terms of true overseas pricing, valuation, visibility and others. In absence of direct listing, the DRs may be listed on secondary platforms of foreign exchange.

STRUCTURE OF THE GDR
The DR, being derivative instruments, its value is derived from the value of underlying securities, generally, shares but other securities are also permitted subject to the laws of the land.

Dr. P.R. Kousalya and Ms. S. Niranjana [9] along with other independent authors, Manoj Kumar [10] and N.M. Desai [11] have elaborated the mechanism or structural flow of the DRs from India. Inspired by those, a simplified structure is depicted in Figure 2.

In India, the GDR issuance is like any other public offering and is equally complex in terms of documentation, procedure and compliance. For ease of understanding, the process of GDR issuance has been divided into five broader steps:
1. Issue of Shares
2. Deposition of Shares with the Custodian
3. Receipt of Shares confirmation by Custodian to the Depository
4. Issue of the DRs by the Depository
5. Offering/ Sale of the DR

Generally, the Issuer issues shares that underlie the GDRs issued by the Depository. Issuance of shares is also a cumbersome process; many parties are involved like a Lead Manager who guides the DR transactions and determines the ratio of the DRs to the Share (“DR Ratio”), inter alia, other functions of coordination and the DR placement or book building.

The Issuer, pursuant to the Deposit Agreement, deposits the shares with the custodian which holds the shares on behalf of the Depository and will follow its instruction, abiding the agreements agreed by the parties.

The Depository, against the acknowledgment of the Custodian, issues the DRs. These DRs are negotiable instruments that guarantee the delivery of underlying shares, either on-demand, or at a predetermined time. These DRs, then, are offered to foreign investors for subscription and purchase price is paid to the Issuer or holders of underlying shares, as the case may be.

Like other countries, India has allowed two-way fungibility for the DRs, which means shares (or underlying securities) can be converted into the DRs and the DRs can be cancelled to the underlying securities [12].

**TYPES OF THE DRs**
The DRs have been differentiated on various grounds. Figure 3 delineates different types of the DRs on the basis of three broad distinguishing grounds namely:
1. Location of the DR issuance
2. Consent of the Issuer
3. Laws or Targeted investors

**1. Location of the DR issuance**
On the basis of the Location of the DR issuance, the DRs can be divided into types:
1. ADRs, mean American Depositary Receipts, are the DRs issued and/or listed only in the US markets [10].
2. GDR are generally issued and/or listed in the European markets, but the term is used for any DR issued or listed across the globe except in the USA, including Singapore, Hong Kong, etc.
3. IDR⁷ or BhDR⁸ are similar to ADRs and GDRs wherein foreign companies are allowed to issue and lists their DRs in the Indian market⁹ [13].

**2. Consent of the Issuer**

**Unsponsored DRs:** Unsponsored DRs imply that the DRs are issued without formal consent or approval of the Issuer. Hence, such DRs are issued against the existing

---

⁷ IDR means Indian Depositary Receipt as defined under Section 2(48) of the Companies Act 2013.
⁸ Bharat Depositary Receipt as recommended by Sahoo Committee.
issued and subscribed shares held by any shareholder. These shareholders give custody of their shares to the Custodian and against such shares, the Depository issues the DRs. The DR buyer or the investor pays to the shareholders through the Depository.

In India, Unsponsored DRs were permitted by the 2014 DR Scheme[10] had overridden conflicting provisions under 2(44) of the Companies Act.[11] Sandeep Bhagat with co-authors [14] was unclear about the status of

---

11 Supra Note 1. The Companies Act, 2013. Section 2(44).
3. Laws/Target Investors

144A DRs: The Security Exchange Commission (the "SEC") has adopted Regulation D in 1982, and adopted Rule 144A in April 1990 which has allowed non-US to privately place their DRs/ADRs to the qualified institutional buyers (“QIBs”) in the USA. Indeed, Rule 144A has availed an opportunity to foreign Issuers to offer their securities to QIBs which are defined under Rule 144A as an investor who owns and invests not less than US $ 100 million in securities on a discretionary basis. The Rule also allowed these QIBs to trade such securities among themselves privately [10].

Reg S DRs: The SEC has adopted Regulation S (“Reg S”) in 1990, specifically to allow the Issuers or companies for offering their securities in the USA through a private offering to persons out of the USA. Reg S laid down the conditions or requirements to issue or to offer any security outside the USA which will be exempted from the SEC regulations or compliances.

MALPRACTICES RELATED TO THE GDR

The GDR transactions have been in vortex of malpractices for a decade. The Regulator, SEBI, has pointed out many malpractices in connection with the DR and barred many participants and Issuers from accessing Indian capital market[14,15,16].

Interestingly, it to be noted that the SEBI/ SAT,17 redefined the term ‘fraud’ as “if a person by his act either directly or indirectly causes the investors in the securities market in India to believe in something which is not true and thereby induces the investors in India to deal in securities, then that person is said to have committed fraud on the investors in India.” The Supreme Court also affirmed such malpractices in the GDR transactions.18

Also, the SEBI/SAT19,20 tried to elaborate the way malpractices had been conducted in the GDR transaction that is pictorially outlined in Figure 4. These malpractices can be separated into following steps:

1. The Issuer issues the GDR.
2. The GDRs are subscribed by the Investor.
3. The Investor is funded by another financial institution or bank, by pledging the shares of Issuer or by providing other guarantee.
4. The Investor converts the GDRs and converts them into equity shares.
5. The Investor sells the equity shares to financial institutions registered with the SEBI.

POLICY CHANGES & THE EFFECT ON THE DRs

After replacing the 1993 DR Scheme, the 2014 Scheme has been liberalised, allowing unlisted, unsponsored DR issuances with underlying securities of equity, debt or other permissible/ marketable securities. On Oct 21, 2014, the Ministry of Finance (the Department of Economic Affairs) issued Notification which came into force from Dec 15, 2014, had listed out 34 permissible jurisdictions where the DRs can be issued [15].

SEBI’s Circular dated Oct 10, 2019, has limited the issuance of the DRs only by listed companies in permissible jurisdictions.

On Oct 7, 2019, the Ministry of Finance (the Department of Economic Affairs) notified amendment in the 2014 DR Scheme in the Official Gazette of India allowing International Financial Services Centre in India (IFSC)21 to be permissible jurisdiction for the DR Issuances [16]. In this regard, the SEBI, vide Circular dated Nov 28, 2019, has declared the list of permissible

---

19 Supra Note 15. Jindal Cotex Ltd. vs. SEBI. MANU/SB/1510/2020.
jurisdictions for the DR issuances wherein IFSC was included but the number of total jurisdictions were reduced to 7 (excluding IFSC) from 34.

Because of these limited ‘permissible jurisdictions’ like NASDAQ, New York Stock Exchange, Tokyo Stock Exchange, London Stock Exchange, etc. with strict compliance and high cost of listing of the DRs, Indian issuers had shied away from the new DR issuances from Jan 2019 to 2021. In the year 2018, Dish TV India Ltd and Tube Investments of India Limited have issued the DRs to the tune of US$ 1.8 bn [1] and then there were no new DR issuances in 2019 and afterward 22 [17].

The DR issuances are further affected by Companies (Amendment) Act, 2020 which has allowed Indian companies to list their securities directly on overseas stock exchanges. This is expected to wipe out the DR issuances from the Indian market.

**RESULT**

This survey, by means of a structured questionnaire in the form of ‘Google Forms’ and unstructured interviews, was conducted in the month of April and May of 2021 to understand the opinions of stakeholders about the GDRs or the DRs, laws and malpractices associated with it.

The survey also attempted to understand stakeholders’ opinions about the need for any reform in the GDR Scheme or framework in India.

With this survey, the following things were observed:

1. All the 40 Respondents unanimously agreed that the GDRs or DRs issued in India are legitimate means of raising funds or capital that is portrayed in Figure 5.

2. Figure 6 illustrates that all Respondents believed the Issuers prefer the DRs to gain international recognition and exposure, and over 80% felt that better valuation would be another reason. The Respondents were unclear about the other reasons such as regulatory flexibility, low cost of fundraising, avoidance of Takeover Code trigger, etc.

3. All Participants found it easy to answer that the DRs are means of attracting FDI in India that is sketched in Figure 7.

4. As represented in Figure 8, 77% of the Participants were of the opinion that the existing laws and regulations related to the GDRs or DRs are sufficient to attract FDI.

5. The Respondents, replying to available alternatives of the DRs, with over 90% majority believed that Qualified Institutional Placement (QIP), Direct Overseas Listing (DOL) and Private Equity (PE) are alternatives to the DRs. 25% and below Respondents thought that Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds (FCCBs) and External Commercial Borrowing (ECB) respectively are alternatives to the DRs. Figure 9 details the responses of Respondents (in number) answering these alternatives.

6. As plotted in Figure 10, 75% of the Participants opined that the DRs or the DR Scheme has been used for manipulative or fraudulent practices.

---


---

Fig. 4. **Scheme of malpractices in the DR transaction**

*Source: compiled by the authors from Jindal Cotex Ltd vs. SEBI Judgment.*
Around 23% of the Respondents were not aware of malpractices and 2% believed that the DRs have not been used for manipulative or fraudulent practices.

7. Figure 11 depicts the opinions of the Participants about the measures to be employed by the SEBI to curb malpractices. Around 80% of the Participants have opined that the Regulator/ the SEBI should employ three things to curb malpractices, namely:

a. Regulate the DR Scheme strictly and impose stringent compliance requirements,

b. Plug the loopholes which are being used for malpractices,

c. Impose Corporate Governance responsibility on both directors, executive & independent.

Out of the remaining 20%, 13% opted for “Don’t know/can’t Say” and 7% believed that the Regulator should plug the loopholes.

8. Figure 12 portrays that around 80% of Respondents opined the companies might have indulged into manipulative or fraudulent practices because of the presence of loopholes or poor clarity of the DR Scheme.

Around 50% of Respondents believed that malpractices might be or have been conducted to avoid Takeover Code Trigger or to hold a majority of stake even
after complying with 25% shareholding of the public in listed entities.

9. As presented in Figure 13, over 80% of Respondents believed that there are three reasons for the reduction in the DR issuances in the last few years which are namely:
   (i) The DRs are not any more attractive investment avenues for the investors.
   (ii) Unclear DR Scheme, policies and laws.
   (iii) Lastly, strict compliance requirements.

Around 70% Respondents believed that the fear of being penalised by the SEBI or increment of the Takeover Code Limit to 25% may be other reasons for poor DR issuances.

10. Figure 14 depicts interesting but non-decisive responses. 45% of the Respondents thought that the DR Scheme and existing laws related to the DR are sufficient to protect the interests of the stakeholders and curb malpractices. 15% of the Respondents thought the prevailing laws and the DR Scheme were not sufficient, whereas 40%, a substantial number chose not to say or were not aware of. Of not having a simple majority, it was observed that there was no clarity.

11. Like Figure 14, Figure 15 also failed to provide majority opinion about the need for any reform in the DR laws. Figure 15 depicts that Respondents were divided in three sects, 35% believed there is a need for
reform, 40% believed there is no need and 25% were either not aware of or opted not to say on the matter.

12. Suggestions:
There were several suggestions, most were about how to make the GDR a more effective tool to attract FDI without compromising the interests of the investors. It had been suggested that the Regulator should adopt a trade-off between FDI and compliance stringency, without affecting the interests of investors. Another suggestion was to emphasise more on corporate governance practices and hold the promoters responsible for malpractices.

**DISCUSSION**

1. This study concluded that GDRs or DRs, being issued in India as per the DR Schemes, are legitimate means of raising funds or capital. Rajeevan [18], Datta [19] and Manoj Kumar [10] also found the same.

2. In this study, it found that Issuers generally prefer the DRs for international recognition and exposure and better valuation which was also mentioned by Pratik Datta [20]. Datta [20] further stated the three benefits of the DRS, namely:
7. If Yes, in your opinion, what measures that the Regulator/SEBI should employ to curb the malpractices?

- A. Cancel the DR Scheme or restrict DR issuances from India
- B. Regulate the DR Scheme strictly & impose Stringent compliance requirement
- C. Plug the loopholes which are being used for malpractices
- D. Impose Corporate Governance responsibility on both directors, executive & independent
- Options B, C & D altogether.
- Don’t Know/ Can’t Say

Fig. 11. Possible measures to be taken by SEBI to curb malpractices
Source: compiled by the authors from the survey conducted by them.

---

8. In your opinion, why would the companies/promoters use the DR or the DR Scheme for manipulative or fraudulent practices? (you can tick one or more options)

- Presence of loopholes in the DR Scheme: 32%
- Poor clarity of the DR Scheme or related laws: 31%
- Lesser compliances requirements in India: 14%
- To hold majority stake while complying minimum public shareholding requirement as per listing regulation: 19%
- Avoid Trigger of Takeover Code: 21%
- Don’t Know/ Can’t Say: 4%
- Other: 0%

Fig. 12. Reasons for indulging into manipulative practices
Source: compiled by the authors from the survey conducted by them.

---

9. In your opinion, why the DR issuances have been reduced drastically in last few years? (you can tick one or more options)

- Strict Compliance Requirement: 32%
- Unclear DR Scheme, policies and laws: 33%
- Fear among promoters of being penalised as many companies/promoters have been penalised by the SEBI: 29%
- GDRs are no more attractive investment instrument for investors: 33%
- Extension of Takeover Code Trigger limit from 15% to 25%: 27%
- Allowing Direct Listing of Shares Overseas: 25%
- Don’t Know/ Can’t Say: 2%

Fig. 13. Reasons for reductions in the DR issuances
Source: compiled by the authors from the survey conducted by them.
a. The DRs, being traded in foreign markets in its own currency, help to overcome the currency and local security related home bias problem.

b. The DRs provide potential to improve the valuation of Indian companies, importantly in innovative and technology-driven sectors.

c. The DRs offer several commercial advantages to Indian companies including gaining the trust of customers and government and also building brand value.

3. Madhavan and Ray [1] wrote that the GDR activities had declined in the last few years mainly because of SEBI’s stringent action against companies involved in the GDR manipulation; and, secondly, QIP arose as an alternative way to raise capital which is cheaper and convenient. Further, the SEBI, vide 2020 amendment of the Companies Act, allowed DOL which is likely to reduce the DR transactions. This study also found that QIP along with DOL and PE are alternatives to the DRs. Bhumesh Verma [4] mentioned that DOL is a positive move in the capital market whereas the GDRs are passé and lack clarity.

4. In this survey, it has been observed that the DRs or the DR Scheme have been used for manipulative or fraudulent practices. This outcome has been demonstrated by Madhavan & Ray [1] and several orders of the SEBI like Securities and Exchange Board of India Vs. Pan Asia Advisors Ltd. and Another,25 In

Fig. 14. Sufficiency of prevailing laws to protect investor’s interest
Source: compiled by the authors from the survey conducted by them.

Fig. 15. Need of Reform in the DR Scheme
Source: compiled by the authors from the survey conducted by them.

25 Supra Note 17. SEBI Vs. Pan Asia Advisors Ltd. AIR 2015 SC 2782.
At this juncture, it cannot be wrong to say that the DRs Act, allowed DOL. This overseas direct listing, like the FINANCETP.FA.RU
With an indecisive outcome, “Whether the GDR is Boon or Bane?”, tabulated hereunder to find the answer for ‘Whether the GDR is Boon or Bane?’ (see Table).

This research could not find an answer with a majority whether the prevailing laws are sufficient to restrict or curb malpractices or if there is any need for the reforms. With an indecisive outcome, “Whether the GDR is Boon or Bane?” is believed to be more complex and subjective, and needs further deductive and quantitative research. At this juncture, it cannot be wrong to say that the DRs are neither a boon nor a bane; the future will depend upon the legal framework and compliance requirements and prudential conduct of the participants.

CONCLUSION
The 2014 DR Scheme, replacing the 1993 DR Scheme, has liberalised the DR mechanism and further amendments in 2019, it is made more rigid and prohibitive to Indian companies of using the DR route for accessing foreign capital markets. By the amendment of the Companies Act in Sep 2020, direct overseas listing (DOL) allowed to Indian companies, is likely to diminish new DR issuances.

De facto, the DR mechanism is a means to attract FDI and to assist in the economic development of the country. It will keep availing access to foreign capital to Indian companies and may provide a better valuation. In view of globalisation, foreign investors can invest in the Indian equity market in their local currencies using the DR scheme. These GDR benefits imply that the DR Scheme, prevailing or former, is or has been a boon.

The 2014 DR Scheme and former, were neither inherently fraudulent nor availed participants any opportunity for fraudulent activities or malpractices. Having said that, there have been many companies, directors and participants who have been penalised for indulging into fraudulent activities or malpractices in connection with the GDR programs. One of the reasons: loopholes available in the scheme can be corrected by:

1. Imposition of corporate governance rules related to the GDR issue, subscription and receipt disclosures.

2. Prohibiting, expressly, Indian companies to enter into any agreement with the GDR subscribers or investors or participants securing their investment by pledging shares or other means.

3. Inducting provisions, expressly, related to vicarious liability and lifting of corporate veil in matters of the GDR Scheme abuse.

‘Omnia Mutantur, Nihil Interit’, agree nothing is permanent; but changing the DR policies to address the problem of foreign jurisdiction without fruitful results, will it prove Latin maxim true, ‘Coelum Non Animum Mutant Qui Trans Mare Currunt’ that means ‘those who are in hurry to cross the sea, change the sky’. Expecting, the DR Scheme will be altered suitably to attract investments, generate business opportunities for participants within the laws and without affecting the interest of the Indian investors detrimentally, conclude.

SUGGESTIONS
The 2014 DR Scheme, based on the recommendation of the Sahoo Committee was liberal in two senses, first availing more liberty to Indian companies to issue the DRs, even unsponsored and unlisted were permitted, for not only equity but also debt securities. Secondly, the 2014 DR Scheme, was more focused on the protection of interests of Indian investors and hence, activities under foreign jurisdiction which were neglected if it not detrimentally affecting Indian investors. By redefining the term “fraud” by the SEBI or SAT, even misinforming
Indian investors to induce them into security trading, leads to ‘fraud’. Hence, suggestive reforms deduced from this study, are mentioned hereunder:

1. The 2014 DR Scheme should protect Indian investors from malpractices and misinformation. Hence, only sponsored GDRs should be allowed and the issuer or company must be held responsible for the actual inflow of funds into the account.

2. The Company must adhere to the “Use of Proceeds” mentioned in the GDR prospectus with slight allowance, and the Company and its management should be held responsible, severally and jointly, for any deviation of funds or misinforming Indian investors.

3. Malpractices related to the GDRs like ‘round tripping’ can be restrained by inserting specific clause related “Parking of Proceeds” regulating the flow of funds.

### Table

- **Perspectives of**
  - **Regulator (the SEBI)***
    - **Boon Factors**: The Regulator has, inter alia, an objective to expand capital market participation and the GDRs facilitate foreign entities to participate in the Indian capital market.
    - **Bane Factors**: The SEBI has identified malpractices and fraudulent activities in connection with the GDR issuances.
  - **Companies (the DR Issuers)***
    - **Boon Factors**: Foremost reason for issuing the GDRs, it provides international capital market access to Indian companies.
    - **Bane Factors**: The GDR is issued in foreign markets and the SEBI could not control or regulate the GDR issuances and hence it has to rely on the prudence of the foreign GDR jurisdiction.
  - **Investors***
    - **Boon Factors**: The DR Scheme facilitates foreign investors to participate in the Indian capital market which, being an emerging market, is generating significant returns.
    - **Bane Factors**: In most of the GDR investments, the investors have lost their funds. 85% of investors have incurred losses in their investments made via the GDRs (excluding ADRs) in 2010 [4].
  - **Economy***
    - **Boon Factors**: The Indian economy is looking for economic growth, FDI is perceived as a vehicle and expects the GDR to attract FDI and contribute to the economy.
    - **Bane Factors**: Malpractices related to the GDR evidenced that there were no actual inflows in the economy through these issuances.

---

4. The DR issuing companies must be expressly restricted from entering into any agreement with investors or financers of investors which provides security for their investment by way of the DR or underlying shares of the DRs.

5. Permissible Jurisdiction for issuing the DRs, must be identified on the basis of strict compliance requirements and cost feasibility for Indian Issuer to list there.

6. Corporate governance practices should be followed in the GDR transaction. The GDR issuing companies must inform Indian Investors about funds received through the GDR and utilisation of these funds, and any contractual arrangement or agreement made by the Issuers or companies with the intermediaries or investors, helping Indian investors to take “Informed Decision” in relation to investment.
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